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Contact Author club fundraising ideas - school fundraising ideas Are you looking for a lucrative fundraising
idea? I think my fundraisers ideas have worked because I know how to make things fun and interesting. These
have included school fundraisers, charity fundraisers, and fundraisers for organizations. One the best
fundraising ideas for clubs is to host a beauty pageant. Actually, pageants and similar contests can be excellent
school fundraising ideas, too. Below are some great fundraising ideas for clubs and schools. Glitz pageants can
make a lot of money. Good fundraising ideas for pageants Decide what you want to award your winners. If
you can find a trophy shop within driving distance, it might be cheaper to pick up the trophies than it would be
to pay shipping fees. The best fundraising ideas for hosting pageants is to generate a lot of interest. One way to
do this is to give big crowns or big trophies. Today, the girls are more interested in big crowns than they are in
trophies. Take a photo of the crown and include it in your flyers. Place an ad in your local newspapers, as well
as in papers in surrounding towns and cities. If your state has an online pageant directory, you can often place
pageant announcements there for free. Be sure to announce up front your guidelines. Will the pageant be
natural, high glitz, or low glitz. Discuss the rules and guidelines with your judges, too, and insist that they
follow the guidelines. Glitz pageants and other types of beauty pageants can be fun for all ages. Club
fundraising ideas When I belonged to a local civic club, we hosted numerous events to raise money for our
favorite charity. Some of our club fundraising ideas have included luaus, silent auctions, dances, raffles, and
beauty pageants. Yes, beauty pageants can be great fundraising ideas! You could actually get by without
having a stage, but you will need a table and chairs for the judges and the auditors. Your fundraising ideas can
include natural pageants, glitz pageants, or semi-glitz pageants. Oftentimes, judges will judge charity pageants
for free. Each section might be worth 10 points, so a perfect contestant would receive a score of 40 from each
judge, or total points. Obviously, the contestant with the highest total score in each age division is the winner.
Many people like the idea of supporting charity pageants. Also, for charity pageants, you can award a special
crown or trophy for the contestant who raises the most money for the charity. This crown or trophy should be
really big and impressive! My oldest granddaughter loves beauty pageants, and glitz pageants are her favorite.
The weekend after prom, however, might be a great time to host a pageant since many of the teen girls will be
able to use their prom dresses as pageant dresses. After all, members of the audience have to pay to watch the
pageant. Beauty pageants can be great school fundraising ideas. Pageants as school fundraisers The best
fundraising ideas for school fundraisers are often those that take place at the school itself. As with clubs,
hosting a pageant is a great fundraiser idea for schools, especially middle schools and high schools. For unique
fundraising ideas, you might want to hold a mother-daughter pageant, a mother-son pageant, or an all-male
beauty review, in which the male contestants dress as women. These are always a lot of fun! Beauty pageants
can be categorized as glitz pageants, low glitz pageants, or natural pageants. Depending on the theme of your
pageant, party supplies like streamers, balloons, and cardboard cutouts might be used on stage. As a backdrop,
you can use party supplies like metallic wall curtains or fringe. Large live and artificial plants like palms and
ferns also look nice on stage, as do fake columns. Check out party supplies stores in your area to get some
more items to enhance your fundraising ideas. Remember, good fundraising ideas include events that are well
run, attractive, and fun!
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There are glitz pageants, natural pageants, semi-glitz pageants, face pageants, online pageants, online photo
contests, scholarship pageants, and coed pageants. Each type of pageant has its own rules and guidelines. And
then there are the unwritten rules that you must know in order to be successful. This can be really
mind-boggling for those new to beauty pageants! It can sometimes be a little confusing even for experienced
contestants. Below is a description of each major type of pageant, along with a few suggestions for each.
Remember, though, that this is just a general guideline. All beauty pageants are unique, and each one might
have its own set of unique rules. Glitz, glitzy, or full glitz pageants These are the "everything goes" pageants.
Contestants - even young ones - wear hair pieces, wigs or wiglets, full makeup, and flippers. Flippers are fake
teeth that make the contestant appear to have perfect, dazzling white teeth. These contestants don pageant
dresses that are super expensive and embellished with hundreds of Swarovski stones. The contestants in the
older categories wear dresses that do not have so many stones. Almost all the girls in the pageant will have a
perfect spray tan. The dresses in a glitz pageant make up a large percentage of the total score, as do stage
presence, personality, and poise. The way the girl walks and acts on stage is important. Please note that all
these embellishments are not required, and once in a great while, a non-glitz girl can win a glitz pageant, but
these are rare instances. These are at the other end of the spectrum from the full glitz pageants. In a natural
pageant, the girls usually wear simple flowe girl dresses or Sunday school dresses instead of elaborate pageant
dresses. Some even require the girls to wear jeans and a tee shirt. Makeup is usually not allowed on girls under
6, and even older contestants shoud wear minimal makeup. Hair pieces, wigs, wiglets, and flippers are
generally not allowed. Natural pageants are more concerned with natural beauty, and some score personality,
poise, and stage presence. The outfit will not be judged. These pageants are basically just a toned-down
version of a glitz pageant. Personailty is sometimes judged, too. Generally speaking, the contestant is usually
called in front of the judges and asked a few simple questions. The stage walk is not usually judged. Model
scouting agencies often have scouts at natural pageants, and contracts are sometimes offered to contestants.
These can be glitz, semi-glitz, or natural. With most scholarship pageants, the older contestants must have a
platform - a cause they believe in. They must go through an interview and sometimes have to give an onstage
speech. They are also usually asked a question on stage. Thes pageants are for both males and females. Girls
and young ladies of all ages may usually enter, but only little boys under 6 are usually allowed Online
pageants and online photo contests. These are fun ways to dabble your feet into the pageant world. Fees are
usually small compared with traditional pageants. Most online pageants and photo contests have categories for
glitz photos and for natural photos, along with categories for boys and girls and for different age groups. More
pageant tips are offered below.
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Cowling Times have changed and the modern-day proms have little resemblance to the ones we had in our
high school days. Most proms today are held in fancy hotels where teens arrive in lavish limousines. Teens are
decked out in fancy clothes, some even spending as much as they would to get outfitted for a wedding.
Needless to say, the price tag for this extravagant evening can cause havoc with parents and teens and threaten
to bankrupt a household budget. Here are some tips to share with your teen: Assure your teen that having a
date is not a big issue and that they should consider going in a group if they would like to attend their prom.
Tickets, meals and transportation can be shared. This should be discussed prior to the event so kids can save
up money. Plan Ahead â€” Help your teen make your arrangements for limos, restaurants, tux rental and
flowers early. Kids will be disappointed when reservations are taken, so planning ahead can help avoid later
disappointment. Some vendors offer discounts to teens who book early. We can advise our kids, tell them
what we would do. Flowers â€” Remind your teen that if her date comes with a corsage she should wear it! All
are pretty and smell terrific. The florist can help teens stay within their budget. For girls, a boutonniere is still
a nice gesture to give their date. A simple rosebud will do just fine. Formal or Semi-formal â€” Formal usually
means long gowns and tuxedos. Semi-formal can be short dresses and suits or dinner jackets. Pictures â€”
Offer to take pictures of your child and date. Remember this can be awkward for your child so remember to
discuss it before hand. Most likely he will agree, so take some of each child alone and then the couple. If they
protest, remind them that they will love the pictures later and they will be less expensive than the professional
photographers at the prom. Curfew â€” Set a time when you expect your teen to arrive home. Remind your
child to let you know that he has arrived home safely and to call if there is any delay. As parents, we will try
all three at some time or another, often in combination. But what works best in the long run is the method of
helping kids arrive at their own right decisions. If we force our kids to do things our way, they learn something
about us. If we allow them the time and the space to make up their own minds, they learn something about
themselves. Undoubtedly, the years ahead will not be easy. The goal, I think, is like that rock, to stay firm
while growing smoother as a result of difficulties, disappointments and dilemmas that wash over us all. Talk
with other parents about safety. They are probably as cautious as you are. Teens like to stay out all night. The
young people can change into sweats, dance, and watch videos until morning. Serve a fancy breakfast in the
morning. More than 40 percent of deaths of sixteen- to twenty-year olds result from motor vehicle accidents.
Almost 40 percent of these crashes were alcohol-related, according to Mothers Against Drunk Driving. Warn
your teen about drinking and using drugs. If you choose to hold an after-prom party, be vigilant. Make sure no
one brings alcohol or drugs into your home. The date rape drug Rohypnol can leave a young woman helpless
to resist rape and unable to recall the assault later. Arrange transportation â€” Limousines are expensive, but a
safe means of transportation. If this is out of your budget, make sure there is a designated driver for the
evening. Be available â€” Make sure your teen knows where to reach you throughout the evening. If you plan
to be out, carry a cell phone on you at all times. Talking can lead to interesting discussions and discoveries.
Your teen is growing upâ€”enjoy this quality time together.
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It is also about making nostalgic memories with friends, and there is no better way to do it than at prom. But
are prom dresses supposed to be long or short? Should you put on something long or short? Every girl
struggles with this question at some point and usually welcomes some guidance. Long Dresses The traditional
prom dress is long and flowing, and there is absolutely nothing wrong that. There are thousands of good long
dresses out there to suit every style and body type, some of the common types being mermaid and ball gown,
wherein the latter is ideal for accentuating hips and waist and former is perfect for a girl who wishes to hide
her extra pounds. Additionally because long dresses have good a reputation at formal events, it will be great if
you wore one to a prom that is being held at fancy venue. They are also more feminine and elegant and do not
appear casual or cheap even if they are. Generally long dresses are a safe choice for prom. However because
of their length they make short girls look sluggish and non-charming. If a wearer is not tall enough, it will
outshine her. Short Dresses That said, sometimes length might be a problem ,especially when the venue of the
prom is a gym or a college ground wherein you will typically be at a risk of tripping over your precious gown
and in the worst case scenario, causing it to tear. Hey, you do not have to go through all these; it is okay to
wear a short dress to prom! Sometime back it was awkward for a lady to wear a short dress to prom but today
it is perfectly okay as long as you are comfortable in it and it is in line with the dress code of the event. In
addition to freedom to move and dance short dresses will also make you look taller. They reveal more and that
combined with some elegant high heels, they can make you look like you grew some inches overnight. So if
you would like to accrue some of these advantages at the event, put on that short dress you fancy, there is
absolutely nothing wrong with it! Bottom line Every lady who attends prom deserves a nice and beautiful
dress. It does not matter whether it is frilly or clingy or short or long, what is important is that it should be
memorable for both the lady that is wearing it and those who see her in it. At some point prom dresses were
mainly associated with floor length dresses. But fashions and times have changed and it has become more
popular for ladies to wear short dresses to prom. Today both short and long dresses are usually heavily
represented at Prom. Nonetheless, it is important to keep the venue in mind too. If the prom will be held at a
less formal place like a school gym, then consider a short dress which tends to be less formal. Additionally, be
aware of school dress codes! Some schools do not allow people to come in wearing very short dresses.
Ultimately, it is all about you. So regardless of the length that you choose, just make sure that the outfit
reflects your style and taste and makes you feel great all night long.
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Prom will be made memorable by the people you spend it with. Regardless of what clique you hung out with
in high school, prom night is for everyone. You just have to surround yourselves with your tribe. Finding Your
Prom Tribe Your tribe includes those nearest and dearest to you. The people you have spent the last four years
laughing with and crying with. Those who you call your closest friends. Sometimes teens focus so much on
finding the perfect date to bring to prom. They forget the most important people around them â€” their BFFs.
Making sure you include them is essential. You may have a boyfriend. You are living the typical prom dream.
But if you find yourself without a date as prom looms closer, do not stress out! Prom is the night that you will
make so many fun memories with those around you. Make sure you surround yourself with your absolute
favorite people. You will ensure you have the best prom night ever. You can surround yourself with all your
girls, or get a co-ed group of friends together! Plan a fun family-style meal, spring for a limo bus with loud
music to get amped for the night to come, and ring in your senior prom in style. No date, no problem!
Alternative Prom A new trend with modern high school teens is taking effect â€” alternative prom. Anti-prom
has become a safe haven for those who attend schools where kids are not as inclusive and friendly. It has been
created for self-professed outsiders. Those who have no desire to pay so much money to attend the school
dance. Alternative anti-proms can be a viable option. Alternative proms have gained so much momentum as
they have grown into larger events. They had humble beginnings. They instead planned a fun fancy night with
their best friends at their home! This movement has since burgeoned into a larger affair. We think that finding
your own prom tribe is the best way to ensure you feel comfortable and included on prom night. Get ready
show off that prom dress! It may seem a little expected. However, there are a million fun ways you can inject
your own personality into the process. You can have a blast while doing so. Start Off Super Early â€” Kick off
prom morning with a big breakfast or brunch out at your favorite spot with the girls. Or, host a brunch with
sparkling apple cider and orange juice mocktail mimosas and a big spread of delicious breakfast foods. Turn
on some fun dance music and get each other amped for the fun night ahead. You only get one or two chances
at prom. Make it memorable and stretch out your enjoyment of the day! Getting Ready â€” Pitch in with your
girlfriends to hire a hair and make-up artist for the day. Take turns getting glammed up while you sip on
mocktails. Watch an all-day marathon of your favorite shows. Or, get your DVR cued up with an all-day
marathon of classic Prom themed movies. Pretty in Pink and Mean Girls, anyone? You can take selfies in your
prom dress and capture the fun ahead of time. Professional Photographer â€” Mom and dad will undoubtedly
be wielding their cameras come prom night. Commemorate it with beautiful high quality photos you can
cherish and hold onto forever. Pimp My Ride â€” Spending a fortune on your transportation? Go big by
renting a classic car for you and your date a parent will likely have to drive it. Alternatively, rent a big yellow
school bus that fits you and 30 of your closest friends. Or try a luxury shuttle with a disco ball, blaring
speakers and lounge seats. When you think outside the old school prom box, you can personalize your prom
experience and have so much more fun. Go Rogue For Prom Dinner â€” Who made up the rule that fancy
restaurants get to be the prom night dining destination? Go rogue and make alternative prom dinner plans.
Keep more dollars in your pocket by hitting up your favorite local food truck. Just remember to bring along a
bunch of comfy large blankets so you can set up nearby and chow down on your favorite grub. If food trucks
are a little too low-key, host a potluck or grab dinner. This can be held at a family style restaurant where large
dishes are shared. Host the Best Afterparty Ever â€” Is the lack of prom party options getting you down for
post prom? Pool your funds with your best friends and rent a bounce house. Set up fun games on the lawn
croquet, life size Jenga, lawn bowling and horseshoes. Put a table together with card games and board games.
Set your favorite music station up to play via Pandora and a speaker system. Host late night food did anyone
order ten pepperoni pizzas? If you have a pool in your yard, ask everyone to bring their bathing suits and a
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towel so you an have a midnight pool party. Spring for a few larger than life floaties in the form of pineapples,
donuts and swans to add pizzaz. If you prefer a quiet night in watching movies and eating popcorn with your
besties, do it. You can craft the most unforgettably amazing high school prom night.
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In both cases, the dancing reaffirmed community networks and relations and ensured that the rituals of
courtship were passed on to the next generation. Indeed, young women found that their parents usually
accompanied them to these dances, or they found an acceptable chaperon, a practice common among
emigrants from southern and eastern Europe and Mexico. By the s, working-class youth began to organize
their own dances called "rackets. Club members usually met once a week in saloons, settlement houses, rented
halls, or cigar stores; or in their own hangouts, which they set up in the basements of tenement flats to
entertain their dates with dances, skits, and games. Most social clubs also held a semiannual or annual dance
in a neighborhood hall, using the money they raised to pay for club activities. Over the next few decades,
dancing became a veritable craze, leading to a dramatic increase in the number and types of dance halls. By
the s, dance palaces joined the neighborhood or saloon halls as the popularity of dancing continued to grow.
The dance palace was a more elaborate and conspicuous commercialized attraction than the multiple-purpose
hall and was usually larger, accommodating anywhere from to 3, patrons. The dance palace also attracted men
and women from all walks of life and nationalities, although individual dance palaces typically were
segregated by class and race. The anonymity young couples found at dance halls encouraged the development
of a peer culture. Commercial dance halls typically attracted men and women in their late teens and early
twenties. Apart from their parents, they could experiment with alcohol and cigarettes and dabble in romance.
Men and women were frequently seen closely embracing each other in the balcony or in the chairs and tables
surrounding the dance floor. The dance hall had even earned the reputation among certain classes as a parlor
because of the numbers of married couples who first met at a dance. The new social dances from the period
only reinforced the opportunity to mingle. By the late nineteenth century, pivoting, spieling, and tough
dancing were beginning to replace the traditional waltz and two-step. Pivoting and spieling were a fast parody
of the waltz, in which couples closely embraced each other and engaged in much twisting and twirling. With
the waltz, men and women did place their hands on each other. The tough dances, also known as animal and
rag dances, were even more out of control. Tough dances were performed from a crouched position with knees
flexed and body bent. Many of these dances, like the turkey trot, bunny hug, and grizzly bear , imitated animal
gestures and movements while celebrating improvisation and a sexually expressive look and feel. Over the
next few decades this form of dancing grew increasingly popular. The s saw the rise of the shimmy, the black
bottom, and the Charleston, while swing music was all the rage by the s and young couples were dancing the
lindy, also known as the jitterbug. Swing music, which came from big bands and produced an ensemble
sound, began to replace the smaller jazz combos. Swing was less restrained and less ornate than its jazzy
predecessors, and it was more individualistic, a sound that fit well with the lindy. Like the Charleston and
other dances from the s, the lindy required partners to touch hands or dance apart instead of in an exclusively
face-to-face position. In particular, the lindy featured the breakaway or solo, typically reserved for the male,
and the "air steps," in which dancers showed off their skill by dancing with their feet off the ground through a
number of gymnastic moves. Dance hall patrons did confront a number of problems, however. Across the
country, cities and states successfully passed ordinances to restrict the use of alcohol and to prohibit certain
dance moves, and patrons quickly realized that the dance hall did not always provide the intimacy and fun for
which they were searching. Throughout the early twentieth century, there were almost always more men than
women at dance halls. Indeed, some men claimed one had to know someone before being assured of getting a
dance. The ratio was more disproportionate on the weekends, when there were even greater numbers of men in
attendance. Commercial leisure also cost more than men and women were able to spend. Both men and
women typically found that treating failed to meet their expectations. Young men could not always afford the
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treats their female companions demanded, while most women feared that the system of treating ensured their
dependence on men. The dilemma compelled some women to attend only chaperoned dances or to attend with
a female friend to discourage any unwanted sexual advances. After World War II , the gradual move toward
dances in which partners frequently lost contact gave way to freestyle dances in which the partner was
optional. By , the twist was all the rage and the partner had become obsolete. Toward the end of the s, rock
and roll dances were beginning to fade, and there was little to replace them. Young Americans were beginning
to favor heaviersounding bands like Led Zeppelin and stars like Jimi Hendrix. Dancing was rarely seen at the
concerts these bands staged. Instead, concert goers preferred to "freak out" or "trip out," often while vibrating
their spines or contracting their torsos. About this same time, disco, which is simply music that is reproduced
"on disk" and not performed, appeared in primarily gay and African American clubs, as disc jockeys began
splicing together faster soul songs to produce a continuous dance mix. At discotheques across the country,
freestyle dance typically dominated the dance scene and even line dancing became popular. Throughout the
rest of the twentieth century, freestyle dances continued to dominate the dance scene but not without a
challenge. In the s and s, line dancing led to a revival of country and western bars because of the ease with
which dancers could pick up the steps; and raves featured trance dancing, or what can be described as dancing
with an emphasis on spinal vibrations or torso and pelvic contractions reminiscent of the "tripping out" of the
late s. At the same time, swing dance was making a comeback. During the mids, a group of swing devotees
converged on New York City to learn more about swing from the original dance masters of the s and s. Before
long swing dance was showing up in clubs and makeshift dance floors across the country. Some dancers
explained their attraction to swing because of the nostalgia of the dance, while others simply wanted to dance
with their partners as opposed to dancing apart from them, a common criticism of freestyle dance. From Front
Porch to Back Seat: Courtship in Twentieth-Century America. John Hopkins University Press, University of
Chicago Press, The Rebirth of Grown-Up Culture. New York University Press, Performing American
Culture of the s and s. University Press of Mississippi, The Rise and Fall of Public Amusements. Temple
University Press, From the Puritans to the Present. University of Illinois Press McBee Pick a style below, and
copy the text for your bibliography.
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